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Topic Overview

What is fitness?

Fitness means being able to perform physical activity. It also means having the energy and
strength to feel as good as possible. Getting more fit, even a little bit, can improve your health.

You don't have to be an athlete to be fit. A brisk half-hour walk every day can help you reach a
good level of fitness. And if this is hard for you, you can work toward a level of fitness that helps
you feel better and have more energy.

What are the benefits of fitness?

Fitness helps you feel better and have more energy for work and leisure time. You'll feel more able
to do things like playing with your kids, gardening, dancing, or biking. Children and teens who are
fit may have more energy and better focus at school.



When you stay active and fit, you burn more calories, even when you're at rest. Being fit lets you
do more physical activity. And it lets you exercise harder without as much work. It can also help
you manage your weight.

Improving your fitness is good for your heart, lungs, bones, muscles, and joints. And it lowers your
risk for falls, heart attack, diabetes, high blood pressure, and some cancers. If you already have
one or more of these problems, getting more fit may help you control other health problems and
make you feel better.

Being more fit also can help you to sleep better, handle stress better, and keep your mind sharp.

How much physical activity do you need for health-related fitness?

Experts say your goal should be one, or a combination, of these:

Do some sort of moderate aerobic activity, like brisk walking, for at least 2½ hours each
week. It is up to you how many days you want to exercise, but it is best to be active at least 3
days a week. Be active for at least 10 minutes at a time. For example, you could:

Take a 10-minute walk 3 times a day. Do this 5 days a week.
Take a half-hour walk 3 days a week. On the other 4 days take a 15-minute walk.
Take a 45-minute walk every other day.

Or do more vigorous activities, like running, for at least 1¼ hours a week. This activity makes
you breathe harder and have a much faster heartbeat than when you are resting. You can
spread out these 75 minutes any way you want to. It is better to be active at least 3 days a
week for at least 10 minutes at a time. For example, you could:

Run for 25 minutes 3 times a week.
Run for 15 minutes 5 times a week.

Here's an easy way to tell if your exercise is moderate: You're at a moderate level of activity if you
can talk but not sing during the activity. If you can't talk while you're doing the activity, you're
working too hard.

Children as young as preschool age need activity. Encourage your child (age 6 to 17) to do
moderate to vigorous activity at least 1 hour every day.

What types of physical activity improve fitness?

The activities you choose depend on which kind of fitness you want to improve. There are three
different kinds of fitness:

Aerobic fitness makes you breathe faster and makes your heart work harder for a while.
Aerobic activities include walking, running, cycling, and swimming. Aerobic fitness is also
called cardio or cardiovascular training.
Muscle fitness (strength) means building stronger muscles and increasing how long you can
use them. Activities like weight lifting and push-ups can improve your muscular fitness.
Flexibility is the ability to move your joints and muscles through their full range of motion.
Stretching (See Appendix) is an exercise that helps you to be more flexible.

How can you be more physically active?

Moderate physical activity is safe for most people. But it's always a good idea to talk to your doctor
before becoming more active, especially if you haven't been very active or have health problems.

If you're ready to add more physical activity to your life, here are some tips to get you started:

Make physical activity part of your regular day. Make a regular habit of using stairs, not
elevators, and walking to do errands near your home.



Start walking. Walking is a great fitness activity that most people can start doing. Make it a
habit to take a daily walk with family members, friends, coworkers, or pets.
Find an activity partner. This can make exercising more fun.
Find an activity that you enjoy, and stay with it. Vary it with other activities so you don't get
bored.

Use the Interactive Tool: How Many Calories Did You Burn? to find out how many
calories you burn during exercise and daily activities.

One Woman's Story:

Kris, 56

"I knew I needed to do something. I felt like all my muscles were starting to
atrophy. Now I feel like I'm so much more toned. I'm not buff, but I'm toned. I can
definitely feel the difference."— Kris

Read more about Kris and how she has worked physical activity into her life.

Why Should You Be More Active?

No matter what your size or shape, being active:

Makes you feel better.
Helps you fall asleep and sleep well.
Gives you more energy.
Helps you think better and faster.
Helps you handle stress.
Makes you healthier.
Helps you live longer.

Fitness benefits everyone. Learn about fitness in children and teens, in older adults, and during
pregnancy.

Your health will thank you

The more active you are, the better your heart and lungs work. You're less likely to get many of the
diseases that can shorten your life, including:

Coronary artery disease.
High blood pressure.
Type 2 diabetes.
Some cancers.

If you already have any of these problems, staying active may help you to have better control over
them, feel better, and live longer.

Your body will thank you

Being fit includes keeping your muscles, bones, and joints as active and healthy as possible. You
can:

Make your muscles stronger. Lifting weights—even small ones—is a good way to do this.
Weights also increase bone density, which is especially important for older adults.1



Stay flexible and coordinated. Stretching (See Appendix) will help you do this. As you
become more flexible, you will find it easier to reach things on high shelves, look under a
bed, or perhaps tie your shoes. You will also have a better sense of balance and
coordination.

Your bathroom scale will thank you

Being more active burns calories. That can help you get to and stay at a healthy weight. Getting
regular exercise:

Helps your body burn more calories even when you're resting.
May lower your percentage of body fat and increase muscle strength and tone.

To find out how many calories you burn during different activities, use this Interactive Tool: How
Many Calories Did You Burn?

One Man's Story:

Bob, 79

"My doctor said, 'It's about time you lose weight.' That's when I got
my bike."— Bob

Read more about Bob and how he became more active.

You'll thank yourself

The best thing about being active and fit is a better quality of life. You're able to do things you enjoy
for longer periods of time, like playing with children, gardening, dancing, or walking.

What Does "Being Active" Really Mean?

You can be active by doing housework, mowing the lawn, walking, or joining a fitness class. It's
important to be active in three areas: aerobic activity, muscle strength, and stretching.

Aerobic activity

Aerobic activity makes your heart and lungs work harder and builds up your endurance. It gets
more oxygen to your muscles, which allows your muscles to work longer. Aerobic activities include
walking, running, cycling, and swimming.

To get and stay healthy, experts say to do either of these:2

Get moderate aerobic activity for at least 2½ hours a week.
Get vigorous aerobic activity for at least 1¼ hours a week.

You can choose to do one or both types of activity. And it's fine to be active in several blocks of 10
minutes or more throughout your day and week. Do what works best for you. For example, you
could do moderate activity for 45 minutes every other day. Or you could do 10 minutes 3 times a
day, 5 days a week.

How hard to work



Moderate activity causes your heart and lungs to work harder. Here's an easy way to know if you're
working hard enough to get the health benefits of moderate-level activity:

If you can't talk and do your activity at the same time, you are exercising too hard.
If you can sing while you do your activity, you may not be working hard enough.
If you can talk but can't sing while you do your activity, you are doing fine.

Another way to see how hard you exercise is to find your target heart rate. As a guideline, use the
Interactive Tool: What Is Your Target Heart Rate? and learn to take your pulse (See Appendix) .

Stronger muscles

Building stronger muscles is an important part of overall health. When your muscles are strong,
you can carry heavy grocery bags more easily, pick up children without feeling as much strain, or
do more downhill ski runs before you get too tired and have to stop.

Making your muscles stronger includes:

Resistance training. This helps build muscles through regular use, especially when your
muscles have to work against something.
Strengthening your core. This helps build the muscles around your belly and back (trunk).
This is called core stability. It can help you have better posture and balance, and help protect
you from injury.

Fitness: Increasing Core Stability (See Fitness: Increasing Core Stability in appendix)

Experts advise people to do exercises to strengthen muscles at least 2 times a week. Be sure
to work the major muscle groups: legs, hips, back, abdomen, chest, shoulders, and arms.

Examples of resistance-training exercises include lifting weights, doing push-ups, or using elastic
bands.

Stretching for flexibility

Flexibility means being able to move your joints and muscles through their full range of motion.

As you become more flexible, you will find it easier to reach things on high shelves, to look under a
bed, or perhaps to tie your shoes. You will also have a better sense of balance and coordination.

To stay flexible, stretch (See Appendix) all your major groups of muscles. These include the
muscles of your arms, your back, your hips, the front and back of your thighs, and your calves.

As you get started with flexibility and stretching, begin slowly, and increase your efforts bit by bit.
You can measure your progress with flexibility by noticing how much farther you can do each
stretch. Can you stretch farther each day than you could when you started? If so, your flexibility is
getting better.

Do your stretching and flexibility exercises in addition to your aerobic and strength-building
exercises.

Becoming More Active

Are you ready?

Before you increase your activity, take a look at where you are now. Ask yourself these questions:



What challenges get in my way? You may have barriers in your life that get in the way of
becoming more active. These barriers may be a lack of time, fear of getting hurt, or having no
one to exercise with.
Is physical activity safe for me? For some people, some forms of physical activity might be
unsafe. If you have heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, or any health concerns, talk
to your doctor before you start any exercise or fitness program. Your doctor may want to help
you build an exercise plan matched to your needs. You can find a way to be active safely.

Planning to Be More Active When You Have Chronic Disease

Changing your thinking

If you need to make some lifestyle changes to become more active, you'll have more success if
you first change the way you think about certain things:

Don't compare yourself to others. Healthy bodies come in all shapes, sizes, and ages.
One person's choice of activity won't be right for another person. Some people use fitness to
compete against others, while others use it to feel as good as possible.
Think positive. You can help yourself succeed just by thinking that you can succeed. If you
tell yourself negative things—"I can't do this. Why bother?"—change will be harder. But if you
encourage yourself with thoughts like "I can do this," you can raise your odds of success.

Changing your habits

Making any kind of change in the way you live your daily life is like being on a path. The path leads
to success. Here are steps you can use to change a habit by setting goals:

1. Have your own reason for making a change. Know why it's important to you to meet your
goals.

2. Set goals. Include both long-term and short-term goals.
3. Think about what might get in your way, and prepare for slip-ups.
4. Get support from your family, your doctor, your friends—and from yourself.
5. Measure improvements to your health. For example, keep track of your blood pressure,

cholesterol, or blood sugar.

One Man's Story:

John, 54

"My mantra is 'Find a way to exercise.' It has made all the difference in my life."— John

Read more about John and how he became more active.

Staying Active

Turning physical activity into a habit



Most people don't think about being active or inactive as a habit. But it is. And habits are affected
by many things, including our work schedule, our home life, and our social life. When something
becomes a habit, we don't think about it much—we just do it, like brushing our teeth.

The key to staying active is to make fitness a habit—something that you just do.

It might take a long time for you to form a habit. So start small, and keep doing an activity until you
no longer think about it as something "extra" that you have to do.

When you slip up, don't get mad at yourself or feel guilty. Figure out what happened and how to
keep it from happening again. Get right back into your physical activity routine, and don't look
back.

Fitness: Making It a Habit (See Fitness: Making It a Habit in appendix)

Maintaining the lifestyle

Many of the good things about being active, such as having more energy and being in a better
mood, happen soon after you become more active. But some of the most important health benefits
have to do with being active over many years. If you stop being active, you lose the fitness you
achieved. Being consistent makes the most sense for your health.

To help make physical activity a long-term commitment:

Set goals. Develop and follow a specific program.
Make it a habit. Turn physical activity into a normal, pleasant, and routine part of your life.
Get the support of friends and family.
Expand your fitness activities through coaching, competition, and cross-training.
Add variety to your fitness program. Change the place, activity, and time.
Don't let reasons such as lack of time or bad weather slow you down.
Schedule your activity for times that you're likely to keep doing it. If you don't have time for
one 30-minute walk, break it up into three 10-minute walks.

Fitness: Staying Active When You Have Young Children (See Fitness: Staying Active When
You Have Young Children in appendix)
Stress Management: Managing Your Time (See Stress Management: Managing Your Time in
appendix)
Quick Tips: Having Enough Energy to Stay Active
Quick Tips: Staying Active in Cold Weather
Quick Tips: Staying Active in Hot Weather

Finding what works for you

When you have decided that you want to get fit, you will want to plan a physical activity routine.
Although most people think of classes and specific activities (such as jogging or tennis) as the way
to fitness, there are many ways you can work physical activity into your life.

Fitness: Adding More Activity to Your Life (See Fitness: Adding More Activity to Your Life in
appendix)
Fitness: Choosing Activities That Are Right for You (See Fitness: Choosing Activities That
Are Right for You in appendix)



One Woman's Story:

Shellie, 39

"I realized that I had put myself on the back burner for too long and it was time for
me to make time for myself, even if it was just a few minutes a day. I wrote myself
a note and taped it to my bathroom mirror. It said, 'I will take a 10-minute walk

during my morning coffee break every day this week.' " — Shellie

Read more about Shellie and how she became more active.

Structured fitness

Fitness classes or groups provide a consistent approach to an activity. Local gyms, schools, and
churches may sponsor a regular fitness group. Teams also provide a consistent approach to
fitness but are more competitive. Many communities have physical activity programs to help adults
and children get fit. They often are found within social agencies and schools.

Structured fitness has the advantage of:

Being held at the same time and place, which may be easier for some people to schedule.
Having a social atmosphere.
Providing support and "healthy" peer pressure to show up and participate.
Sometimes being led by a certified fitness professional.

Self-directed fitness

Many people find an activity they enjoy, and then they create their own fitness program. Self-
directed fitness gives you:

Flexibility as to the time and place.
The ability to try different types of exercises.

For this to be effective, you must set up a regular schedule and stay with it.

Fitness within your day

You can use "everyday" activities for fitness, as long as you do them regularly. This includes:

Daily aerobic activity, such as raking leaves, mowing the lawn, or doing housework.
Fitness: Using a Pedometer or Step Counter (See Fitness: Using a Pedometer or Step
Counter in appendix)
Fitness: Walking for Wellness (See Fitness: Walking for Wellness in appendix)
Quick Tips: Fitting Physical Activity Into Your Day

Muscle-building exercises, such as scrubbing the bathtub, washing walls, tilling the garden,
or pulling weeds.

Quick Tips: Getting Active at Home
An outdoor interest or hobby that promotes walking or another type of exercise. For example,
bird watching may require a lot of walking, and trail building may require both walking and
strength to clear paths.

Quick Tips: Staying Active in Cold Weather
Quick Tips: Staying Active in Hot Weather

Preparing for slip-ups



It's perfectly normal to try to change a habit, go along fine for a while, and then have a setback.
Lots of people try and try again before they reach their goals.

What are the things that might cause a setback for you? If you have tried to make changes in your
activity level before, think about what helped you and what got in your way.

By thinking about these barriers now, you can plan ahead for how to deal with them if they happen.

Here's one person's list of barriers to taking a brisk 30-minute walk every day, along with some
possible solutions:

Overcoming barriers

Barriers Solutions

"I might be too
busy."

My backup plan will be to break my usual 30-minute walk into two 15-minute
walks or three 10-minute walks.
I will set a time to meet my friend or neighbor every day for a walk.

"I might get
bored."

I'll listen to music or podcasts while I walk.
I'll get my neighbor to walk with me.

"It might rain."
I'll buy a good rain jacket.
My backup plan will be to use an exercise DVD or a treadmill in front of my
TV when the weather's bad.

Use a personal action plan to write down your barriers and backup plans.

Can You Be Physically Active As You Get Older?

It's never too late to start getting active. You can benefit from physical activity even if you think of
yourself as "elderly" or you already have conditions such as arthritis or heart disease. Being more
active will help you feel better and may even help you live longer.

If you haven't been active for a long time, you may have no idea where to start. The important
thing is to take that first step—and make that first step a small one.

If you're an older adult and are starting activity, be sure to:

Start safely. Talk to your doctor before you start, and don't overdo it.
Keep the benefits in mind. Activity and exercise can strengthen your heart and give you
more energy, make falls less likely, and help you sleep at night. It can improve blood
pressure and cholesterol.
Know when to stop. Stop your activity if you are panting or are very short of breath or have
pain in your chest. If you think you might be having a heart attack, call 911 right away.
Symptoms include pain, pressure, or a strange feeling in your chest, back, neck, jaw, or
upper belly, or in one or both shoulders or arms.

For more information, see:

Physical Activity as You Get Older.



Becoming More Active.

Preventing Injury and Illness

Physical activity is good for your health, but you can hurt yourself if you don't do it right. Always
keep safety in mind.

Learn about the risks of any new activity you begin. Take lessons if you need to know how to
do exercises with proper form and technique to avoid injury.
Wear clothing that is right for your activity and the weather. Wear shoes that have good
support for your feet.
Always use the safety gear that goes with your chosen activity, like helmets and knee pads.
Learn about the proper fit of that gear.
Start each activity session slowly. Then work up to your normal level.
Pay attention to pain and tiredness. They are your body's way of telling you to slow down.
Muscle soreness is common when you try a new activity, but pain can mean you're injured. If
you are very tired, you may be doing too much too soon.

Watch out for these injuries and illnesses as you exercise:

Overuse injuries can happen when you use a certain joint over and over without giving it
time to recover. Tennis elbow is an example of an overuse injury.
Dehydration . You can lose too much water through sweating if you don't replace it by
drinking fluids as you exercise. Follow these guidelines to avoid dehydration when you
exercise.
Heat exhaustion , heatstroke, or dehydration may be caused by exercising in heat and
humidity.

Quick Tips: Staying Active in Hot Weather
Overhydration during exercise is rare. But it is a medical emergency when it happens.
When you do strenuous exercise for a long time, such as distance running, you lose water.
You can also lose electrolytes, which are minerals your body needs. If you drink lots of water
but you don't replace the electrolytes, you can become overhydrated. Symptoms include:

Feeling bloated (your watchband may feel tight).
Feeling sick to your stomach.
Feeling confused.

Exercise-induced asthma can occur even if you don't have asthma at any other time.
Overtraining is rare, but it can make you tired and grouchy, as well as raising your risk for
injury and illness.
Heart attack is rare, but be aware of the symptoms. They include pain, pressure, or a
strange feeling in your chest, back, neck, jaw, or upper belly, or in one or both shoulders or
arms.

Related Information

Healthy Eating
Heat-Related Illnesses
Mind-Body Wellness
Weight Management
Yoga
Pulse Measurement
Preventing Falls in Older Adults
Tai Chi and Qi Gong
Helping Children With Disabilities Stay Active
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Appendix

Introduction

If you have decided to get more active, congratulations! Making that decision is an important first
step in becoming a healthier person.

Keep these key points in mind:

Being fit helps you look and feel your best and reduces your risk for a heart attack, type 2
diabetes, high blood pressure, and some cancers.
Knowing why you want to get more active can help you make a change.
Start with small, short-term goals that you can reach pretty easily. It's easier to stick to
something new when you have early, frequent successes.
Support from family and friends can go a long way toward helping you find success in
becoming more active. Don't be afraid to let them know what you're trying to do—and ask for
their help.
If you're worried about how more activity might affect your health, have a checkup before you
start. Follow any special advice that your doctor gives you for getting a smart start.

How do you start getting active?

As we said before, you're not as likely to succeed if you jump in too far too fast. In this section,
you'll learn about the steps to follow in setting up an exercise plan.

Set your goals.
Pick an activity, and prepare for it.
Think about your barriers.
Get support—from others and from yourself.

Set your goals

When you are clear about your reasons for wanting to get active, it's time to set your goals.

What is your long-term goal? A long-term goal is something you want to reach in 6 to 12 months.
For example, someone who isn't active at all right now may have a goal of entering an organized
5-kilometer walk in 6 months.

Whatever you choose for your goal, experts recommend doing either of these things to get and
stay healthy:1



Moderate activity for at least 2½ hours a week. Moderate activity means things like brisk
walking, brisk cycling, or shooting baskets. But any activities that raise your heart rate and
make you breathe harder—including daily chores—can be included.
Vigorous activity for at least 1¼ hours a week. Vigorous activity means things like jogging,
cycling fast, cross-country skiing, or playing a basketball game. You breathe faster and your
heart beats much faster with this kind of activity.

It's fine to be active in several blocks of 10 minutes or more throughout your day and week. And
you can choose to do one or both types of activity.

If you decide to aim for these recommendations, what are the short-term goals that will help you
get there? Short-term goals are things you want to do tomorrow and the day after.

For example, if you want to build up to walking 30 minutes every day, you might start by walking
just 10 minutes a day, a few days a week. After a week, you can set a new goal by adding just a
few minutes every day or adding another day to your schedule.

Read more about setting goals.

Here are some quick tips about activity goals:

Stretch, breathe, and lift. Think about doing things in three areas:
Stretching, for flexibility. Do all stretches gradually. Don't push or bounce the stretch.
You should feel a stretch, not pain.
Aerobic exercise like walking, for your heart, lungs, and muscle tone
Muscle strength and endurance, for strong bones and muscles

Talk, don't sing. If you can talk while you're being active, you're moving at a good pace. If you
can sing, you might want to pick up the pace a bit.
Don't forget—any activity counts, as long as it makes you breathe harder and gets your heart
pumping.

Pick an activity and prepare for it

Ask yourself questions to find out what your physical activity preferences and attitudes are.
Fitness: Choosing Activities That Are Right for You

Pick an activity that you enjoy or think you might enjoy. You're more likely to keep doing
something you like. Walk the dog. Use the stairs. Do some gardening.

Quick Tips: Getting Active as a Family
Quick Tips: Getting Active at Home

Be sure to have the correct clothing and gear.
Learn about fitness machines you may use, like a treadmill or stair-climber.
Learn the proper way to do your activity, and be aware of any safety concerns.

For ideas on fitting more activity into your day, see the topic Fitness: Getting and Staying Active.

Think about barriers

Take the time to think about what things could get in the way of your success. We call these things
barriers. And by thinking about them now, you can plan ahead for how to deal with them if they
happen. Read more about common barriers and what you can do about them.

Here are some tips for dealing with barriers:

It's perfectly normal to try something, stop it, and then get mad at yourself. Lots of people try
and try again before they reach their goals.
If you feel like giving up, don't waste energy feeling bad about yourself. Remember your
reason for wanting to change, think about the progress you've made, and give yourself a pep
talk and a pat on the back. Then you may feel like going for a walk.



When you hit a barrier—and most people do—get support. Talk to your family members and
friends to see if someone wants to be active with you or cheer you on. If you have concerns
about your health, talk to your doctor to make sure that you're doing your activities safely.
Don't forget little rewards. Something to look forward to can keep you moving right along.

It might help you to write down your goals and your barriers.

Get support—from others and from yourself

The more support you have, the easier it is to exercise.

If your family members tell you that they love how you're getting healthier, you'll probably be
motivated to bound up the stairs at work or walk an extra 10 minutes.

And there's more support out there. You can even ask for encouragement. Here are a few things to
look for:

Walk or do your activities with a partner. It's motivating to know that someone is counting on
you. That person can remind you how good it feels to exercise or how far you've come. And
that person can even motivate you with what he or she has accomplished.
Friends and family may be a great resource. They can exercise with you or encourage you
by saying how they admire you. Friends can tell you how good you look because you're
exercising. Don't be afraid to tell family and friends that their encouragement makes a big
difference to you.
You might join a class or workout group. People in these groups often have some of the
same barriers you have. They can give you support when you don't feel like exercising. They
can boost your morale when you need a lift.
Join an online support group. Or use a smartphone fitness app. Many apps are free, and they
can help you track your progress.
Give yourself positive reinforcement. Reward yourself! Buy new workout clothes, take
yourself to the movies, or treat yourself to a new DVD. Do whatever it takes to remind
yourself that you've been meeting your goals. You're successful!
Your doctor or a fitness professional can help you plan a routine and learn proper form and
technique. He or she can help you track progress toward your health goals.

You might find a fitness professional at a local health club or in phone listings. When deciding on
fitness professionals, ask about how they were trained and what certifications they have. Check
into experience and ask for a few references.

Support is everywhere. You just have to look for it.
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Introduction

When you're active, life can be better.

Being active helps you look and feel your best and lowers your risk for a heart attack, type 2
diabetes, high blood pressure, and some cancers. It gives you the energy to do the things that
make you happy.

But it can be hard to get into the habit of daily activity. It's important to find activities that fit your
lifestyle and your personality.

To feel your best, you need at least 2½ hours of moderate activity a week. Brisk walking is an
example. But any activities that raise your heart rate and make you breathe harder—including daily
chores—can be included. It's fine to be active in blocks of 10 minutes or more throughout your day
and week.

How do you choose the best activity for you?

Look for activities that you enjoy and that fit your lifestyle. Answering the questions below may help
you figure out what activities would be best for you. After you've thought about your answers, read
this list of ideas for getting active.

Do you prefer being active by yourself or with others? Joining a group or a class can
help keep you motivated. But some people are more likely to stay with an activity or exercise
if they do it alone.
Do you enjoy being outdoors when possible, or do you feel safer and more confident
in an indoor setting? Many people love being outside. But you may not like it when the
weather is too hot, too cold, or too wet. Or you may be uncomfortable being alone outdoors
away from home. If you're mostly an indoor person, keep that in mind when you choose an
activity.
Do you prefer activities that involve some contact (soccer, basketball) or no contact?
Choose swimming over basketball, for example, if you don't like the idea of contact sports.
Do you prefer to compete with others, compete with yourself, or not compete at all?
Everyone is different. Some people do better if they have someone to compete with—even if
that someone is themselves. Others do better when there's no competition to worry about.
For example, choose gardening or dancing over team sports or tennis if you don't like
competition.
Do you prefer activities that also involve some mental challenge, or do you prefer not
to have to think or concentrate while you are being active? Many team sports exercise
your brain as well as your body as you think about what your next move should be. Mountain
biking requires you to pay close attention to your surroundings and where you're headed. If
you'd rather shut off your brain and let your body do the work, try doing housework set to
music, raking leaves, or going for a walk or a jog.
Do you prefer being active in the morning, midday, or evening? We all have different
body clocks that make us more energetic at certain parts of the day. And our schedules often
determine when we can take the time to exercise and when we can't. Which part of the day is
best for you? The better you plan your activity times to match your energy levels and your
daily schedule, the more likely you are to keep up your healthy activity habits.
Are you interested in taking classes or getting instruction to learn a new activity? You
may not know how much you'll enjoy a certain activity until you become familiar with it. A
class or other type of lesson can help you find out. If you don't want to join a class, choose
something you can learn or do on your own.



Do you prefer everyday activities, such as gardening, to more structured activities?
Many people find everyday activities easier to keep doing. Others feel they are more likely to
stay with an activity if it requires them to show up for a class or for a game.
How much money are you willing to spend on gear or other expenses related to an
activity? There are activities to match every budget. You can walk around your
neighborhood without spending any money. Exercise DVDs involve a small one-time cost.
You may be able to join a community yoga or tai chi class for a small fee.

Sometimes people try a sport or activity one time, buy expensive equipment or clothes for that
activity, and then never use them again. It's usually a mistake to think that you will keep up with a
particular sport or activity just because you've invested money in it. Wait until you know that you
really enjoy the activity, and then spend the money. In some cases, you can rent the equipment to
find out if you like the sport.

On the other hand, spending a little money can be a wise investment in your health. For example,
joining a fitness center or gym can help you succeed at becoming more active. A fitness
professional can help you plan a routine and learn proper form and technique.

Related Information

Fitness: Getting and Staying Active
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Introduction

Increasing your core stability means making the muscles of your trunk stronger to keep your spine
and body stable. This helps you stay balanced when you move.

Core stability benefits everyone, from older people to top professional athletes.

How can I increase my core strength and stability?

Core stability exercises are easy to do. It's more important that you do them well than that you do a
lot of them. That's why it's a good idea to have a physical therapist check to be sure you have
learned to use the right muscles and breathe normally while you do the exercises.

When you do any core stability exercise, it's important to make sure:

You are breathing right. When you exercise, you should mostly breathe with your
diaphragm (See figure 1 in appendix) , the large muscle that helps move air in and out of
your lungs. To learn to breathe with your diaphragm:

Lie on your back, or prop yourself up on several pillows.
Put one hand on your belly and the other on your chest.



When you breathe in, push your belly out as far as possible. You should feel the hand
on your belly move out, while the hand on your chest does not move.
When you breathe out, you should feel the hand on your belly move in.
Notice how it feels to breathe this way. When you start to exercise, try to get the same
feeling of your chest and belly moving in and out as you breathe, rather than your chest
and shoulders moving up toward your neck and back down.

You find your neutral spine. Neutral spine is the name for posture that maintains the three
normal curves (See figure 2 in appendix) in your spine—one in your neck, one in your upper
back, and one in your lower back. Your spine should be in this neutral position when you do
core stability exercises. It may seem more relaxing to let yourself slump down. But when you
lose the normal curves of a neutral spine, you actually put more stress on your body. To find
your neutral spine:

Stand in front of a mirror with your hands on your hips. Allow your low back to arch so
your stomach juts forward, and your buttocks stick out. Notice how your hands rotate
forward.
Tighten the muscles around your stomach and buttocks so your low back becomes
very flat. Notice how your hands rotate backward.
Now go halfway between the forward and back positions.
Keeping your pelvis in this neutral position, stand tall with your ears and shoulders lined
up over your hips.
Practice finding this neutral spine in three positions: standing, sitting, and lying on your
back with your knees bent. When you can do that, you can maintain good posture for
daily activities and for exercise.

Two simple exercises to try

Pulling your belly in (See figure 3 in appendix)

You can do this exercise anywhere, in any position. Try it while you work at your desk, drive, or
stand waiting for your turn at the drugstore.

1. Pull in your belly and imagine pulling your belly button back toward your spine. Remember to
keep your neutral spine while you do this—don't let your back bend forward.

2. Hold this for about 6 seconds. Remember to keep breathing normally.
3. Rest for up to 10 seconds.
4. Repeat 8 to 12 times.

Floor bridge (See figure 4 in appendix)

The bridging exercise works the muscles around your lower body and hips. Do not continue with
this exercise if it causes pain.

1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Your knees should be
bent about 90 degrees.

2. Find your neutral spine position. You will hold it during the exercise.
3. Tighten your belly muscles by pulling in your belly button toward your spine.
4. Then push your heels into the floor, squeeze your buttocks, and lift your hips off the floor until

your shoulders, hips, and knees are all in a straight line.
5. Hold about 6 seconds. Remember to breathe normally.
6. Lower yourself slowly to the floor and rest for up to 10 seconds.
7. Repeat 8 to 12 times.

After you have mastered these simple exercises, your physical therapist can help you find more
challenging ways to work on your trunk muscles. For example, you might do some activities while
standing up, then do the same activities while sitting on a large ball called a Swiss ball. The ball
makes it harder for you to keep your balance as you do the activity.
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Introduction

It's one thing to start an exercise or activity program. It's quite another to turn it into a habit so that
you're staying active week in and week out. If you're having problems staying with your plan, don't
worry. You're not alone.

You'll be glad to hear there are plenty of tips and tricks you can use to get yourself back on track
and stay there.

If you haven't started a plan yet to get more active, it may be helpful to read:

Fitness: Adding More Activity to Your Life.

Many of the benefits of being active, like having more energy and just feeling better, happen soon
after you become more active. But some of the most important health benefits come with being
active over time.

Your reason for wanting to stay active is very important. It won't work if you're doing it
because someone else—your spouse, your children, your doctor—wants you to. You have to
want it.
If you started a program to get more active but don't feel like you're making any progress, it
may be time to update your goals.
If you started a program to get more active but are having trouble keeping it going, it may
help to figure out what's getting in your way. Then you can figure out how to work around
those barriers.
Keep at it, even if you slip up along the way. It can take months of repetition to form a habit,
so every day is a step in the right direction.



How do you stay active?

Update your goals

When you first started increasing your activity, you probably had one or more big goals in mind,
like taking a summer hike with your family, walking 30 minutes every day, or lowering your blood
pressure. These are long-term goals.

Are those goals the same today, or do you need to change them?

Are you having trouble meeting those long-term goals? You may need to come up with
new short-term goals to help you get there. Short-term goals are things you want to do
tomorrow and the day after.
Did you try to take on too much too fast? That's a reason why some people have trouble
making activity a habit. Remember to make your short-term goals small steps. For example,
if you want to build up to walking 30 minutes every day, start by walking just 10 minutes—or
even 5 minutes—a day, a few days a week. After a week, add 1 or 2 minutes every day, or
add another day to your schedule.
Did you meet your long-term goal and then stop? Good for you for meeting your goal! But
now you need a new long-term goal to help you stay active. Even people who have been
active for years set new goals to help themselves stay motivated.

Get past those slip-ups

Everyone has slip-ups. But there's a difference between slipping up and giving up. Not exercising
for a month after you've been exercising for 6 months is a slip-up. It doesn't mean you're a failure.

When you slip up, don't get mad at yourself or feel guilty. Think of it as a learning experience.
Figure out what happened. Why did you stop? Think of ways to get yourself going again. Learn
from your slip-ups so that you can keep on toward your goal of staying active.

Here are some common reasons for slip-ups, and some ideas for dealing with them:

It seems like I never have time.
If you don't have time for your usual half-hour walk, have a back-up plan to take two 15-
minute walks or three 10-minute walks during the day.
When you don't have time to go to the gym, have a back-up plan to exercise at home or
at work instead.
Think of ways to manage your time better. Ask your family for help with fitting in some
time for exercise.
Tell yourself that you are the type of person who makes time for your own health,
including physical activity.
Look at other people who are active and are about as busy as you. Talk with them
about how they fit in physical activity.
Use a phone app or pedometer to remind you to be more active as you go about your
daily routine.

It's often too hot, too cold, too windy, or too wet for outdoor activities.
Try a variety of indoor and outdoor activities so that you're ready when the weather
turns bad.
Have a back-up plan to exercise indoors with home equipment or videos. Or walk
inside a shopping mall or at a gym.
Take a class like aerobics or yoga at a gym or community center. They're usually held
indoors.

Going to the gym costs too much.
Walking is an activity everyone can do without spending money.
Exercise at home with inexpensive items such as a jump rope, elastic tubing, or a yoga
mat. You can use items you already have, such as milk jugs filled with water as weights
for arm exercises.



Take an exercise class at a community center. These classes usually don't cost much.
I'm too tired most of the time.

Try to get more rest.
When you don't have the energy for a half-hour walk, spread 3 shorter 10-minute walks
throughout your day. You'll soon regain the energy to walk longer.
Maybe stress is making you tired. Think of ways to take stress out of your life. And
remember that regular physical activity is one of the best ways to relieve stress. For
more information, see the topic Stress Management.

It's too boring.
Make your exercise routine more interesting by adding some entertainment. Watch a
movie while you exercise at home. Or listen to a podcast while you go for a walk or a
run.
Exercise with a partner. Play outdoor games with your family. Walk the dog.
Try something new—a dance class, exercise class, or gardening.

It hurts to exercise because of an injury or arthritis.
If you're having pain when you exercise, try a different activity, such as bicycling or
water activities.
Use chair exercise videos that help you stay active while sitting down.
It may hurt less if you spread your activity throughout your day.
Tell your doctor that pain or discomfort is keeping you from staying active.
Talk to a fitness expert who is trained to help you change your exercise so you can
avoid pain.
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Introduction

Even people who are very determined to keep up their healthy habits can lose them after they
have children. Youngsters can demand so much of your time that you barely have time to breathe,
let alone be physically active.

But there are ways to stay active that don't require a lot of extra time. You just need to figure out
how to work activity into the other parts of your life.

How can you fit physical activity into your schedule?

Having a young child doesn't leave you much time for yourself. There are ways to get active as a
family. Or you can get your exercise in small chunks. Three 10-minute periods of activity spread
throughout the day are just as good as one 30-minute period. Find the time that works best for you
and your family.

When your child is asleep

This is a good time to look to your own needs and your own health. Getting in some activity while
your child is napping, or after he or she has gone to bed for the night, may work best for you.



If you can afford to buy a treadmill or an exercise bicycle, this is the time to hop on. Watch
your favorite TV show to make the time go faster. Or read a book or magazine while you
exercise.
If exercise equipment is not in your budget, try an exercise video. You can check them out for
free at your local library. Or watch your favorite TV show while you jump rope, do stretching
exercises, or do yoga. Use cans of food as hand weights. Or try exercising with rubber tubing
or resistance bands (See Appendix) .
Certain chores—like washing windows or floors—count as moderate activity, because they
raise your heart rate and make you breathe faster.
For chores that don't raise your heart rate, like running the vacuum or dusting, turn on some
music and dance while you do them.

When your child is awake

When young children are awake and active, you may find it easier if you break your physical
activity into little chunks of time. The key is to think of ways to make your child part of that activity.

At home:
Do stomach crunches with your baby on your belly or your thighs. Or lift your baby up
and down as you lie on your back. You can find lots of other exercises like this on the
Internet or at the library.
Turn up the music, and dance around the house. Children love to dance and will
happily join you.
Take your children outside while you garden. Use a stroller or playpen if you need to.

In the neighborhood:
Go for a walk. Get a backpack or stroller so your very young child can go with you on
walks. Check online for stroller-friendly fitness or walking programs in your area. There
are websites, such as www.seemommyrun.com, that help parents find or start local
stroller-pushing groups or running or walking groups.
While your children ride their bikes around the neighborhood, jog alongside them.
If it's in your budget, get a trailer for your bicycle so that you can take your child (toddler
age or older) with you on bike rides. Look carefully into the safety features of bike
trailers before you buy.

Babies aren't strong enough to handle the bumpy ride in a bike trailer. When
children are old enough to run or climb, which may not be until about age 2, they
are probably strong enough to ride in a bike trailer.
Children in bike trailers should wear helmets.

At the park or playground:
Instead of sitting on the park bench while your children play, walk or run laps around
the play area. You can still keep an eye on the kids.
Join your child on the playground. Swinging from the monkey bars is great for
shoulders and upper body strength.
If your child plays on a soccer or T-ball team, walk or run laps around the field during
practice and during games. If you need to be close enough to cheer, pace up and down
the sidelines.
Play games like tag, hide and seek, and catch with your kids.

At the gym or community center:
Join an exercise or swim class for parents and kids.
Find a gym or center that has child care so that you can exercise on your own.

Other ideas

Share babysitting duties with your spouse, another relative, or a neighbor. That way, you'll
each get some time for yourself.
If you work outside the home, exercise at work or on the way to and from work.
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Introduction

Experts say that to stay fit it is important to be physically active for at least 2½ hours a week.
Walking is one of the best things you can do to be more active. You don't have to do your walking
all at once. You can split it up. It's fine to walk in blocks of 10 minutes or more throughout your day
and week.

For most people, walking is an easy and low-cost way to get moving and stay fit. Using a
pedometer or step counter can help you track the number of steps you take each day. Then you
can set goals to take more steps and be more active.

Using a pedometer or step counter is an easy and fun way to track how active you are. It
adds up all the steps you take during the day.
Using a pedometer can remind you to walk more. A quick check may show that you need
more steps for the day.
Using a pedometer can help you set goals to take more steps in a day. You may need to find
creative ways to add more steps, but walking more will help you get more exercise, feel
better, and stay healthy.

How can you get the best use out of a pedometer?

Make wearing your pedometer a habit. Put it on first thing in the morning as you are getting
dressed. Leave it on until you go to bed. Follow these steps to get the best use out of your
pedometer:

Step one: Find your activity level

For the first week, go about your usual routine. Don't change how active you are yet.
Write down your steps each day in a step diary. This will give you a starting record of how
active you are.
Look over this record for the week to see where you can add steps to your daily routine.

Step two: Set goals

Set a goal for the second week. At first, try to add 300 to 500 steps to your day. Then work
toward 2,000 more steps a day. This adds about 1 mile, or 20 minutes of walking, to your
routine.
Increase your walking in simple ways. These suggestions can get you started, and you can
probably think of other ways. To add more steps to your everyday activities:

Park farther than usual from your workplace or a store (or get off the bus or subway
before your stop), and walk the extra distance.
Take the stairs rather than the elevator.
Walk a lap inside the grocery store before you start shopping.



Walk instead of driving for short trips. Walk to school, work, the grocery store, a friend's
house, or a restaurant for lunch.

Record your steps each day.

Step three: Keep moving

Check how well you did from week one to week two.
Set a new goal for the next week.
Work your way up to walking at least 10,000 steps each day.
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Introduction

Walking is one of the easiest ways to get the exercise you need to stay healthy.

Experts recommend at least 2½ hours of moderate activity (such as brisk walking, brisk cycling, or
yard work) a week.1 It's fine to walk in blocks of 10 minutes or more throughout your day and
week.

If you're worried about how brisk walking might affect your health, talk with your doctor before
you start a walking program.
Start with a short-term goal. For example, walk for 5 or 10 minutes every day. Or increase
your number of steps by 300 to 500 each day.
After you've made walking a habit, set a longer-term goal. You may want to set a goal of
walking briskly for at least 30 minutes a day or work up to 10,000 steps a day. You can try to
do this 5 days a week or more.
You can use a phone app or wear a pedometer to track your steps each day.
To stay motivated, find a walking partner, such as a family member, friend, or coworker. Daily
dog walks are also a great way to keep up your walking routine.

How can you make a walking program part of your life?

Think of walking as an easy way to burn calories and stay fit while you go about your daily routine.
You can make walking an important part of your life by getting friends and family to join you and by
finding new ways to put steps in your day.



Walk with others

Ask family members, friends, and coworkers to join you. Set goals together.
Join a walking group or club.
Set a goal to take part in an organized fitness walk.
Walk a dog every day.
Plan family outings around walks together. Being physically active with kids sets an example
they'll follow as they grow older.

Add steps whenever you can

Schedule walks on your daily calendar.
Use a phone app or buy a pedometer. They count how many steps you take. The first time
you use it, count how many steps you normally take in a day. Track your activity every day,
and set a goal for increasing the number of steps each day. At first, try to add 300 to 500
steps to your day. Then work toward 2,000 more steps a day. A good long-term goal is to get
10,000 steps a day.

Fitness: Using a Pedometer or Step Counter
Instead of watching TV or going out to eat, go out for a walk.
At work, get up and move around once an hour.
When possible, walk to the grocery store, doctor appointments, work, school, or shopping.
You could walk a lap around the grocery store before you start shopping.
Park your car farther away from work or other places you're going.
Walk around your neighborhood or around a park.
Walk during TV commercials.

Be safe

Know your surroundings. Walk in a well-lighted, safe place.
Carry a cell phone for emergencies.
Wear comfortable shoes and socks that cushion your feet.
Pay attention to your walking surface. Use sidewalks and paths.
If you usually walk outside and the weather is bad, take comfortable shoes to the mall and
walk several laps inside.
Drink plenty of water before, during, and after you are active. This is very important when it's
hot out and when you do intense exercise. Take a water bottle with you when you walk.

Related Information

Healthy Aging
Fitness: Getting and Staying Active
Weight Management
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Introduction

Time management is a way to find the time for all the things you want and need to do. It helps you
decide which things are urgent and which can wait. Learning how to manage your time, activities,
and commitments can be hard. But doing so can make your life easier, less stressful, and more
meaningful.

When you manage your time, you decide which tasks and activities are most important to
you. Knowing what's important helps you decide how best to spend your time.
There are three parts to time management: prioritize tasks and activities, control
procrastination, and manage commitments.

How can you manage your time?

You can start managing your time by prioritizing tasks, controlling procrastination, and managing
your commitments.

Prioritize tasks

Make a list of all your tasks and activities for the day or week. Then rate these tasks by how
important or urgent they are.

Urgent tasks are those that must be done right away to avoid a major problem, such as
paying the electric bill today because your electricity will be turned off tomorrow. Many
people never deal with important things until they become urgent. This approach always
leads to stress.
Important tasks are those that are meaningful or important to you, such as spending time
with your family, helping friends, or getting exercise. They are also tasks you must do to
avoid a problem, such as paying bills or meeting a deadline at work.
Not important tasks are ones that don't need to be done or that aren't important to you.

After you have your list and have rated the items, think about how you are spending your time. If
you take care of important tasks in a timely way, you won't have as many urgent tasks to worry
about. For example, if you pay your bills when you get them, you won't have to juggle your
finances and hurry to pay bills the day they are due.

Think about how you can redirect your time to activities that are important and meaningful to you.
Are you spending a lot of time on things that aren't important or urgent? Maybe there are things
that you don't need to do at all.

Control procrastination

The more stressful or unpleasant a task, the more likely you are to put it off. This only increases
your stress. You may want to try these tips for controlling procrastination:

Structure your time. Use a day planner or notebook to plan your day or week. Just seeing
on paper that there is a time to get your tasks done can help you get to work. For shorter
projects, use a timer or alarm clock to help you stick with your plan. You can also find apps to



help structure and plan your time. They can be used on your phone or computer.
Break up large tasks. If you know that you won't be able to focus on a project for 3 hours,
break up your work into 1-hour blocks over 3 days. It's easier to face an unpleasant task if
the time you are giving it is brief.
Create short-term deadlines. Short-term deadlines will help you make a habit of meeting
deadlines. It will also force you to get things done. That way, when the long-term deadline
does arrive, you won't have as much pressure and work built up.
Avoid perfectionism. If you demand perfection, you might not even start a task because
you're worried it won't be perfect. Doing your best is fine. Giving yourself enough time to do
your best will reduce stress.

If you find a tip that works for you, stay with it. Over time you'll gain confidence that you can beat
the procrastination habit.

You may still slip up sometimes and find yourself putting things off. That's okay. Don't blame
yourself. Confidence and positive thinking can help you get back on track.

Manage your commitments

Both too many and too few commitments can lead to stress.

Letting go of a commitment doesn't mean giving up. It means learning what's important to you,
recognizing that you have limits, and deciding how you want to spend your time. Here are some
tips for letting go:

Don't commit to things that are not important to you.
When you want or need to let go of something, imagine tying it to a helium balloon, releasing
the balloon, and watching it float away.
Accept that your life is a "work in progress." You don't have to finish every project or meet
every goal in your life by tomorrow or even next week. If one of your goals is less important,
you can work on it later in your life.

Making commitments can be just as hard as letting them go. People who are under stress tend to
have too many commitments instead of too few. But sometimes stress comes from a lack of
commitment. If you need more commitment in your life, think about what is most important to you.
When you are ready to commit:

Do it. Give yourself to a new commitment as fully as you can.
Be responsible. Take your commitment seriously. Don't back out of obligations.
Open up. Be open to new ideas and suggestions, and be ready to learn.
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Figure 1

Breathing with your diaphragm

Breathing with your diaphragm helps your lungs expand so that they take in more air.

Lie on your back, or prop yourself up on several pillows.
Put one hand on your belly and the other on your chest.
When you breathe in, push your belly out as far as possible. You should feel the hand on
your belly move out, while the hand on your chest does not move.
When you breathe out, you should feel the hand on your belly move in.
Notice how it feels to breathe this way. When you start to exercise, try to get the same
feeling of your chest and belly moving in and out as you breathe, rather than your chest and
shoulders moving up toward your neck and back down.



Figure 2

Spine

The spine (backbone) is composed of 33 interlocking bones called vertebrae that are separated
by soft, compressible discs and supported by many different ligaments and muscles. It is divided
into five segments: cervical (neck), thoracic (upper and middle back), lumbar (lower back),
sacrum (pelvis), and coccyx (tailbone). In each segment, the vertebrae are numbered from top to
bottom. For example, a C3 is the third vertebra in the neck area, while a T6 is the sixth vertebra
in the thoracic area.

The vertebrae in the spine normally form three curves. These curves allow the spine to absorb
shock as you move.



Figure 3

Pulling your belly in

You can do this exercise anywhere, in any position. Try it while you work at your desk, drive, or
stand waiting for your turn at the drugstore.

Pull in your belly and imagine pulling your belly button back toward your spine. (Remember
to keep your neutral spine while you do this-don't let your back bend forward. Neutral spine
is the name for posture that maintains the three normal curves in your spine.)
Hold this for about 6 seconds. Remember to keep breathing normally.
Rest for up to 10 seconds.
Repeat 8 to 12 times.



Figure 4

Bridging

The bridging exercise works the muscles around your lower body and hips. Do not continue with
this exercise if it causes pain.

Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Your knees should be
bent about 90 degrees.
Find your neutral spine position. You will hold it during the exercise. Neutral spine is the
name for posture that maintains the three normal curves in your spine.
Tighten your belly muscles by pulling in your belly button toward your spine.
Then push your heels into the floor, squeeze your buttocks, and lift your hips off the floor
until your shoulders, hips, and knees are all in a straight line.
Hold about 6 seconds. Remember to breathe normally.
Lower yourself slowly to the floor and rest for up to 10 seconds.
Repeat 8 to 12 times.

Do all stretches gradually. Do not push or bounce the stretch. You should feel a stretch, not pain.

Breathe normally as you stretch. Do not hold your breath. If you like to time your breathing with your exercise,
you can breathe out as you stretch, breathe normally in and out 2 or 3 times as you hold the stretch, and then
relax. This will mean each stretch takes 15 to 30 seconds.



Figure 5

Latissimus stretch

1. Stand with your back straight and your feet shoulder-width apart. You can do this stretch
sitting down if you are not steady on your feet.

2. Hold your arms above your head, and hold one hand with the other.
3. Pull upward while leaning straight over toward your right side. Keep your lower body

straight. You should feel the stretch along your left side.
4. Hold 15 to 30 seconds, then switch sides.
5. Repeat 2 to 4 times for each side.



Figure 6

Triceps stretch

1. Stand with your back straight and your feet shoulder-width apart. You can do this stretch
sitting down if you are not steady on your feet.

2. Bring your left elbow straight up while bending your arm.
3. Grab your left elbow with your right hand, and pull your left elbow toward your head with

light pressure. If you are more flexible, you may pull your arm slightly behind your head.
You will feel the stretch along the back of your arm.

4. Hold 15 to 30 seconds, then switch elbows.
5. Repeat 2 to 4 times for each arm.



Figure 7

Calf stretch

1. Place your hands on a wall for balance. You can also do this with your hands on the back of
a chair, a countertop, or a tree.

2. Step back with your left leg. Keep the leg straight, and press your left heel into the floor.
3. Press your hips forward, bending your right leg slightly. You will feel the stretch in your left

calf.
4. Hold the stretch 15 to 30 seconds.
5. Repeat 2 to 4 times for each leg.

Figure 8

Quadriceps stretch

1. Lie on your side with one hand supporting your head.
2. Stretch your leg back by pulling your foot toward your buttock. You will feel the stretch in the

front of your thigh. If this causes stress on your knees, do not do this stretch.
3. Hold the stretch 15 to 30 seconds.
4. Repeat 2 to 4 times for each leg.



Figure 9

Groin stretch

1. Sit on the floor and put the soles of your feet together.
2. Grab your ankles and gently pull your legs toward you.
3. Use your elbows to press your knees toward the floor. You will feel the stretch in your inner

thighs.
4. Hold 15 to 30 seconds.
5. Repeat 2 to 4 times.

Figure 10

Hamstring stretch

1. Lie on the floor. Extend your left leg out straight with your toes pointing up. If your back is
uncomfortable, use a rolled washcloth or small towel for support.

2. Bend your right knee. Gently pull your right leg toward you as you straighten that knee. You
should feel a gentle stretch down the back of your right leg.

3. Hold the stretch 15 to 30 seconds.
4. Repeat 2 to 4 times for each leg.



Your pulse is the rate at which your heart beats. As your heart pumps blood through your body, you can feel a
pulsing in some of the blood vessels close to the skin's surface.

The usual resting pulse for an adult is 60 to 100 beats per minute. Certain illnesses can cause your pulse to
change, so it is helpful to know what your resting pulse is when you are well. To find your resting pulse, count
your pulse after you have been sitting or resting quietly for at least 5 minutes.

Figure 11

Checking your pulse on the wrist

You can easily check your pulse on the inside of your wrist, below your thumb.

Gently place 2 fingers of your other hand on this artery.
Do not use your thumb, because it has its own pulse that you may feel.
Count the beats for 30 seconds, and then double the result to get the number of beats per
minute.



Figure 12

Checking your pulse in the carotid artery

You can also check your pulse in the carotid artery. This is located in your neck, on either side of
your windpipe. Be careful when checking your pulse in this location, especially if you are older
than 65. If you press too hard, you may become lightheaded and fall.

To do these exercises, you will need a 24 in. (60 cm) length of rubber tubing with knots tied at each end.
Check the rubber tubing each time you use it to be sure there are no holes or frayed areas. This will help you
avoid having the tubing break during exercises.

As you begin each exercise, hold the tubing with your hands about shoulder-width apart. The tubing should be
straight but not stretched out.

Stretch the tubing wider until you feel tension. And hold each exercise for a slow count of 5 (about 5 seconds).
You may increase the time as you get stronger.



Figure 13

Side pull

1. Raise both arms overhead, palms of your hands facing forward.
2. Pull one arm down and to the side, bending your elbow as shown in the picture, and hold.
3. Slowly reach up again. Repeat with the other arm.
4. Repeat 8 to 12 times with each hand.
5. Rest for a minute and repeat the exercise.

Figure 14

Overhead pull

1. Raise both arms overhead, palms of your hands facing forward.
2. Tighten the tubing by slowly pulling both arms away from center, and hold.
3. Slowly return to the starting position with your arms straight up.
4. Repeat 8 to 12 times.
5. Rest for a minute and repeat the exercise.



Figure 15

Up-down pull

1. Raise both arms overhead.
2. Bend your elbows so that they are shoulder-height, and hold the stretched tubing in front of

your head.
3. Slowly return to the starting position with your arms straight up.
4. Repeat 8 to 12 times.
5. Rest for a minute and repeat the exercise.



Figure 16

Chest-level pull

1. Raise your arms in front of you to chest level. Your elbows will be bent and held up at about
shoulder height.

2. Pull your hands apart, stretching the tubing, and hold. Try to keep your hands up at your
chest level, and do not pull your shoulders up toward your ears.

3. Slowly return to your starting position.
4. Repeat 8 to 12 times.
5. Rest for a minute and repeat the exercise.

Figure 17

Hip-level pull

1. Hold your hands at the level of your hips, or near your lap if you are sitting down.
2. Pull your hands apart, stretching the tubing, and hold.
3. Slowly return to your starting position.
4. Repeat 8 to 12 times.
5. Rest for a minute and repeat the exercise.
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